l8	ANGEL    PAVEMENT
C. Warstein: Tailors' Trimmings. Next to T, Benenden
and C. Warstein is a door, a large, stout, old door
from which most of the paint has flaked and shredded
away. This door has no name 0*1 it, and nobody, not
""even T, Benenden, has seen it open or knows what there
is behind it. There it is, a door, and it does nothing
but gather dust and cobwebs and occasionally drop
another flake of dried paint on the worn step below.
Perhaps it leads into another world. Perhaps it will
open, one morning, to admit an angel, after look-
ing up and down the little street for a moment, will
suddenly blow the last trumpet. Perhaps that is the
real reason why the street is called Angel Pavement.
What is certain, however, is that this door has no con-
cern with the building next to it and above it, the real
neighbour of T. Benenden and C. Warstein and known
to the postal authorities as No. 8, Angel Pavement.
No. 8, once a four-storey dwelling-house where some
merchant-alderman lived snugly on his East India divi-
dends, is now a little hive of commerce. For the last
few years, it has contrived to keep an old lady and a
companion (unpaid) in reasonable comfort at The
Palms Private Hotel, Torquay, and, in addition, to
furnish the old lady's youngest niece with an allowance
of two pounds a week in order that she might continue
to share a studio just off the Fulham Road and attempt
to design scenery for plays that are always about to be
produced at the Everyman Theatre, Hampstead. It has
also indirectly paid the golf club subscription and
caddie fees of the junior partner of Fulton, Gregg and
Fulton, the solicitors, who are responsible for the letting
and the rents. As for the tenants themselves, their names
may be found on each side of the squat doorway. The

